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foliage, trees, mountains and sky, as
well as scenes of the Venice, CA canals,
the Los Angeles River and Palm Springs
landscapes and modernist homes. But
in these there are no people.
Created over the last four years,
these little gems are hands-on recordings of the artist’s momentary experiences. Each work includes a written
notation of the location, date, and
personal descriptions of the sites. The
majority were painted in the Palm Dessert area; the artist has a second home
there that she visits to replenish her
spirit. Along with these small pieces,
Hall displays two sketchbooks. She
explains that, while working for years
RQKHUÀJXUDWLYHZRUNVVKHKDVEHHQ
attracted to plein air painting, including
Russian and contemporary Impressionism; she’s recently begun to express this
passion in what we see here.
Painting “Number 48” depicts a
Palm Dessert fruit-laden orange tree with
mountains and sky in the distance. The
notation reads, “Study after 11/29/08,
neighbors tree and the pink moment.”
“Number 22” is an intimate portrait of
a bridge over a Venice canal, including
a close-up of lush bougainvillea trees.
On this piece we read, “Carroll Canal @
west-end bridge looking east. Grafton
came by this PM. And today I embarked
on D.J.’s new directions - medium scale
pic. of 8-year old me...” “Number 2,”
depicting a slice of the pink façade of
D6SDQLVKVW\OHEXLOGLQJZLWKDÁRZHU
covered trellis, brick wall and wrought
iron gate, is a visual recollection of an
afternoon with friends. She writes on the
painting, “La Quinta Inn just on other
side of garden fence where Corrine,
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Allen, Liam, Chas., Victoria & Toby
are in the pool. Bungalows surround
pool & beautiful plantings.” “Number
44,” a small portion of the L.A. River,
has an inmate notation: “LA river with
M. Schrier principle of design class.
Getting hazy now. Lots of bicyclists
using this path and students painting
over a ‘long’ distance.” “Number 7,”
IHDWXULQJ D SURIXVLRQ RI UHG ÁRZHUV
against dense greenery, reads like a
personal diary: “Last bit of son @
Bean’s garden – dahlias growing! Bit
Mt. San Jacinto hike yesterday – came
back to Venice last night because heat/
humidity too intense! Hot here in Venice, too. Finally, summer has arrived.”
The inclusion of three larger oil triptychs establishes a connection between
Hall’s signature works and what otherwise may appear to be a departure in the
sketches. While painted in the realistic,
carefully rendered style of her characteristic larger paintings, their subject
matter shares with the sketches a more
introspective and less sociable feel. One
WULSW\FKGHSLFWVÀUVWDORQHVZLPPHUDQG
then a modern-style home, and lastly
ÁRZHUVDJDLQVWWKHVN\7DNHQWRJHWKHU
with the sketchbook reminiscences and
their written vignettes, the show reveals
a mature artist’s willingness to share her
personal side.
Liz Goldner

+(=0+(+,@
(Scott White Contemporary Art,
La Jolla) Davis Adey painstakingly
creates works that involve elaborate
and self-imposed criteria that govern

'DYLG$GH\´2PHJD0DQ 7ULOLRQ6HFRQG&RXQWGRZQ QR&RXQWGRZQEHJDQµ
Russian surplus nixie tubes, gps receiver, custom electronics, 12 identical and synchronized,
3 1/2 x 15 3/4 x 2 1/2”.
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his studio process. The results of
such restraints are detailed and highly
elaborate objects that address aspects
of the human condition and psyche.
Playful and a bit bizarre, the aesthetic
is surprisingly refreshing despite the
unusual bits of media he utilizes.
Whether it’s discarded coffee cups,
cold war technology, or fashion ads, his
message is consistent and continues to
get stronger. The message is about our
ambivalent relationship to technology.
Adey made a strong impression
three years ago at the Orange County
Museum of Art’s 2010 California
%LHQQLDO QRZWKH&DOLIRUQLD3DFLÀF
Triennial) with two pieces entitled
“Pump” (2007-10) and “Flock” (2010).
A Dr. Frankenstein-like contraption,
“Pump” used a horse respirator to
breath life into a football punctured
with hundreds of screws. The football
VORZO\ GHÁDWHG LQ WKH SLHFH EULQJing the screws closer together as it
tightened momentarily before the life
support system rejuvenated it again,
returning the inoperative football to its
ideal state. “Flock” differed aesthetically but was no less intriguing. Forty
miniature ceramic lambs complete
with neon halos were powered by an
elaborate wiring system on a portable
dolly. Much like rubber umbilical cords
for power, the wiring system was bulky
and reminiscent of technology carts to
be seen in public schools around the
country. In both works, a lifeline of
support is obvious, but a systematic
mad scientist ideology is utilized.
In this new series we see a continuation of these artful contrivances, but
WKHWKHPHVDUHPDJQLÀHG$FDUU\RYHU
is noticeable in “Fill My Cup.” A
small communion cup is the base of
a sculpture that rises from the ground
like a reverse pyramid. Composed
of found containers, the cup that is
intended to hold sacramental wine
instead has another cup placed within
it that is just a bit larger. This pattern
continues with disposable drinking
cups from Starbucks, a Ben & Jerry’s
ice cream container and a KFC bucket.
It ironically ends with a trashcan on
top. Supported by a three-tiered scaffolding system, the compulsive and
À[DWHGSURFHVVVHHPVWRSRLQWWRZDUG
the need for more, bigger, and perhaps
better stuff. Yet the emptiness and
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support necessary for such a tower of
need and greed is humorous.
The majority of images here are
collage-based pieces composed of
digital prints that are meticulously cut
out and pinned to foam panels. Last
year’s “Gravitational Radius” is one of
the earliest examples of this direction.
From a distance, the sunburst image is
concentrated in the center with various
hues and tones of yellow and brown.
Made up of hundreds of small shapes
that are clustered towards the middle,
they slowly break up as they reach the
edges of the circle. Upon close inspection of the shapes, we learn that they
DUHLPDJHVRIELWVRIÁHVKWKDWFOLSSHG
from celebrity magazines. A host of
DUPVOHJVKDQGVDQGDVVRUWHGÁHVKLness gradually change color as they
stretch outward. Much like a completed
puzzle, each one seems to be in the right
SODFHZLWKDOOÀWWLQJWRJHWKHUSHUIHFWO\
Carefully pinned to the foam board
like preserved insects in a museum
of science, or even a bizarre cabinet
of curiosities, the shapes have the
TXDVLVFLHQWLÀFDHVWKHWLFPL[HGZLWK
evidence of Adey’s neurotic processes.
The work is a gross and overwhelming
collection of a pop culture fetish. Its
message is all the more alarming in that
these images are deconstructed both
physically and conceptually from their
original state. The very real models
become less obvious to the eye when
nothing but their skin is featured. By
combining hundreds of these body
parts, they disconcertingly become
RQHSLHFHRIÁHVK\WLVVXHWKDWLVEHLQJ
pulled inward by a mysterious force.
Adey continues this idea with his
own body in “Hide.” Starting with a
complete three-dimensional scan of
his entire body, he unfolds this organic
form using a patterning system so it can
OD\ÁDWRQDWZRGLPHQVLRQDOVXUIDFH
The result is an irregular shape that is
made up of hundreds of small triangles
that connect and look like the most
complex origami instructions ever
composed. Picking apart the most
GHÀQLQJSK\VLFDODWWULEXWHRIRXUKXmanness, the grid of triangles is strange
to comprehend, yet it displays that
there is a pattern with a very complex
geometric design to the human form.
Much like fractals, it’s a mathematical infrastructure that removes the
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Andrea Bowers, video still from “#sweetjane,” 2014. Courtesy of the artist and Susanne
Vielmetter Los Angeles Projects.

recognizable aspects of his body.
The concept of constraint is essential to understanding Adey’s work. Each
piece has a particular set of rules that
govern the choices he makes. The gut
reactions that many artists make within
the artistic process are not acceptable. If
a change is necessary, Adey will return
to the original guidelines and adjust
the parameters that allow for different
decisions, but those new guidelines
must then be enforced throughout.
In the limitations of Adey’s work we
ÀQGWKHPHDQLQJDQGSHUKDSVWKHPRVW
GHÀQLQJDVSHFWRIWKHVXEMHFWVVWXGLHG
The most extreme example of
Adey’s constraints is “Omega Man
(Trillion-Second-Countdown) #1.”
Utilizing Russian-surplus nixie tubes,
which basically is a fancy way of saying old electronic counters, he stages
a countdown from 1 trillion seconds to
zero. Built with a backup battery and
OLQNHGWRVDWHOOLWHVWKH\ZLOOQRWPLVÀUH
or lose count, even if powered down.
Counting down before our eyes, Adey
was able to enforce his restrictions on
a work of art that will complete its action in about 31,000 years. Adey has
the wit to engage our attention and the
imaginative depth to hold it. Just be sure
to check back every few thousand years.
G. James Daichendt

ANDREA BOWERS
(Pomona College Museum of Art
and Pitzer College Art Galleries, both
Claremont) Google “Steubenville,
2KLRµDQGWKHÀUVWHQWU\WKDWSRSVXS

is “rape.” The “#wweetjane” project by
Andrea Bowers, an artist and activist in
the tradition of feminist intervention, is
a re-visitation to the scene of a crime
— a communal rape of a teenage girl
— and a scrapbook of the artist’s own
Ohio childhood as that time unfolded
in what we in Los Angeles refer to as
´Á\RYHUFRXQWU\µ
1RZVKDPHGDQGYLOLÀHG6WHXEHQYLOOHLVWKHNLQGRIWRZQWKDWH[HPSOLÀHV
“Friday night lights,” where the high
school football team carries the burden of the town’s honor and identity.
Whether or not the fetishization of
football led directly to rape is debatable,
but clearly women were dehumanized
there. A native of Ohio, it comes as no
surprise that Bowers would be interested
in male privilege run amuck, for the artist inherited the mantel of protest from
feminist artists, such as Suzanne Lacy.
In this project, Bowers traces
how, forty years later, women are still
blamed and slut-shamed for being
raped, while the perpetrators are protected and forgiven and the local media
reinforce male dominance. Validating
that art should be engaged in current
events and must energize the audience towards awareness and change,
Pomona and Pitzer colleges present the
imposition of external judgment upon
Steubenville. Bowers shows how the
scab was peeled off a social wound,
exposing a suppurating rape culture.
The desecration of one human being
by a pack of teenage boys would have
been covered up by complicit adults,
who drove the victim and her family
Bowers, continues on p. 24. . .

